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The structure of many real networks is not locally treelike and, hence, network analysis fails to characterize
their bond percolation properties. In a recent paper [P. Mann, V. A. Smith, J. B. O. Mitchell, and S. Dobson,
arXiv:2006.06744], we developed analytical solutions to the percolation properties of random networks with
homogeneous clustering (clusters whose nodes are degree equivalent). In this paper, we extend this model
to investigate networks that contain clusters whose nodes are not degree equivalent, including multilayer
networks. Through numerical examples, we show how this method can be used to investigate the properties
of random complex networks with arbitrary clustering, extending the applicability of the configuration model
and generating function formulation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.103.012309
I. INTRODUCTION
The properties of networks have proven of great interest to
the statistical physics community [1–4], finding applications
across biological, social, and online networks to name a few.
Networks have the ability to model the governing topological
dynamics through simple models of nodes and edges. The
central, information-rich object of a network is its degree
distribution, p(k), which is the probability distribution of pick-
ing a node from the network that has precisely k edges. The
degree distribution has a significant influence on the structural
properties of the network, such as the robustness, path lengths,
clustering, and the dynamics of spreading processes such as
percolation [2].
Bond percolation is a binary-state process that consid-
ers the network edges as either occupied or empty with a
given probability, φ. At some critical probability, φc, a gi-
ant connected component (GCC) forms among the occupied
edges through a second-order phase transition. The position of
the critical bond occupation probability and the macroscopic
properties of the network are determined by local topological
properties of the nodes and their degree distribution. The
percolation properties of a network, including the onset of
the formation of the GCC and its size as a function of φ,
are important quantities that are shaped by the topology and
connectivity of the graph.
A long-standing problem in network science is the ratio-
nalisation of the bond percolation process over a network with
dense clustering [5–15]. Clustering is defined as the failure of
the graph to be treelike; there exist edges connecting neigh-
bors of nodes together in a cycle. Since real networks will
almost certainly contain cycles at some order, model networks
often fall short in describing the properties of real networks.
*pm78@st-andrews.ac.uk
Newman and Miller independently developed a generating
function formulation that enabled the study of networks con-
taining treelike and closed triples [16,17]. Additional research
to extend these models was also conducted in Refs. [13,14].
These generating function models are based on joint degree
distributions that partition the edges of a node into either tree-
like or triangle motifs. There have also been recent advances
in this endeavour using the related method of message passing
[2,18].
In a recent paper [19], we studied the percolation problem
for random networks that exhibit homogeneous clustering
(clusters whose nodes are degree-equivalent to one another),
to any order by extending the tree-triangle formulation of
Newman and Miller. Examples of homogeneous clusters
include cliques or skeleton cycles with no interior edges be-
tween cycle nodes. Additionally, a class of cycles can be
formed by the successive weakening of cliques through the
removal of an interior edge from each node pair, such that
all sites in the resulting structure have the same degree. Our
main result was an analytical formulation that expresses the
fraction of the network occupied by the GCC during the bond
percolation process in clustered networks. While shown to
be inexact, the magnitude of the error of the approximation
cannot be seen until the scale is magnified by at least three
orders of magnitude. We also found the generalization of the
Molloy-Reed criterion for these complex systems [20].
This framework uses the configuration model to generate
the random networks [1,21]. In the tree-triangle configuration
model, nodes are assigned treelike and triangle degree stubs.
The node stubs are then connected together at random. In
the large, sparse limit, these networks can be thought of as
graphs drawn uniformly at random from the set of all graphs
whose nodes have an identical joint degree sequence. For a
large number of nodes, the probability of forming a triangle
or other higher-order cycles by accident during construction
becomes vanishingly small. Additionally, the probability of
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multiple edges between the same two nodes is vanishingly
small in this limit. As such, the structural properties of a
configuration model network can be described accurately with
the generating function formulation [1,14,16,17].
In this paper, we generalize this approach to study clustered
networks with inhomogeneous cycles. In these networks, the
sites within a cluster motif are not necessarily equivalent.
Importantly, this generalization allows us to study multilayer
networks with inter- and intralayer clustering since nodes in
different layers are nonequivalent. We present our model by
considering interesting examples of random networks con-
taining inhomogeneous clustering arising through different
means. Importantly, we then describe how the percolation
properties can be extracted algorithmically from a network
subgraph and present sample code in the supporting infor-
mation. In this paper, we generate our graphs according to
the configuration model described above; however, we can
assign nodes stub degrees from a vector of topologies τ =
{⊥,,, . . . }, where ⊥ represents single edges,  represents
triangles, and so on.
II. INHOMOGENEOUS CLUSTERS
The generating function formulation [1,22] describes the
macroscopic properties of the collective system in terms of
the local environment of a particular focal node of a partic-
ular degree, averaged over the distribution of all degrees. In
the generalized model [14,16,17,19], the local environment
surrounding a node is partitioned into treelike and triangular
degrees and the probability, gτ (φ), of remaining unattached
to the GCC as a function of bond occupancy probability, φ,
is formulated for each cycle topology τ ∈ {⊥,}, where ⊥
symbolizes treelike and  symbolizes triangle motifs. Each
gτ is constructed in terms of uτ , the probability that a node
with a τ cycle is not part of the GCC. Since all nodes in
cliques and simple or weak cycles (and classes of successively
weakened cliques whereby all nodes have the same degree)
are equivalent through symmetry; their uτ probabilities are
also identical.
The consideration of higher-order cycles beyond ⊥ and 
was first considered by Karrer and Newman [14] and Allard
et al. [13]. In our recent paper, we introduced an analyti-
cal expression for gτ to consider additional, homogeneous
cycles other than ⊥ and  and introduced a vector, τ =
{⊥,, . . . , ω}, of topological cycles the local neighborhood
of a node can be decomposed into. To this vector, we ascribed
a joint degree distribution p(k⊥, k, . . . kω ) that describes the
probability of choosing a node at random from the network
which has precisely k⊥ treelike edges, k edges involved in
triangles and so on. This information-rich object is paramount
to the analytical formulation and can be used to elucidate the
percolation properties of the networks they describe.
To solve for gτ , we must first find uτ . To do this, we form
self-consistent equations for uτ using the generating function
of the excess τ -degree as uτ = G1,τ (g⊥, g, . . . , gω ) for each
τ ∈ τ, where G1,τ (z) is defined [19] as




FIG. 1. Left: The smallest inhomogeneous cycle consisting of
two two-degree and two three-degree sites. Right: Increasing number
of interior edges for pentagonal skeleton cycles from zero (simple
closed chain) to five (a clique). The presence of interior edges ruins
the symmetry of both the weak cycle and the clique such that the
nodes are no longer equivalent.
which describes the distribution of cycles found by following
an edge in a τ cycle to a node. The probability that a fraction,
S, of the network is occupied by the GCC is then S = 1 −








p(k⊥, k, . . . , kω )zk⊥⊥ z
k
 · · · zkωω (2)





for τ = {⊥,, . . . , ω}. It generates the probability of choos-
ing a node with a given joint degree sequence over all
permissible combinations in the network.
The problem formulation therefore relies on the definition
of the vector of topologies into which the network is decom-
posed. Given that the nodes in a homogeneous cluster are
equivalent, it is sufficient to represent these cycles only once
in τ. To study inhomogeneous cycles, we must consider each
unique site in a particular cluster as a different cycle since
each gτ equation will be distinct for a given site in the cluster.
We will now demonstrate how to apply this model to de-
termine the percolation properties of inhomogeneous clusters.
The smallest inhomogeneous cluster we can study is the four-
node cycle in Fig. 1 (left). This cluster has two types of nodes:
two-degree and three-degree sites. As such, it will require two
gτ equations to describe its percolation properties. Including
treelike edges, we have the following topology vector:
τ = {⊥, , }, (4)
where, imagining that the focal node is at the lowermost
vertex in the symbol, indicates the three-node site and
represents the two-node site in the inhomogeneous four-cycle.
The probability that a randomly chosen node is not at-
tached to the GCC is generated by writing Eq. (3) for our
chosen topology vector:













The probability that a node does not become incorporated into
the GCC through a treelike edge is
g⊥ = u⊥ + (1 − u⊥)(1 − φ). (6)
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This is the sum of the probabilities that the neighboring node
is either not attached to the GCC with probability u⊥, or is
attached but fails to occupy the edge in the percolation process
with probability (1 − u⊥)(1 − φ).
The probabilities of not becoming part of the GCC through
the four-cycle sites g and g are given by
g = [u + (1 − u )(1 − φ)]2[u + (1 − u )(1 − φ)]
− 2(1 − u )(1 − φ)2u u φ3
− 2(1 − u )(1− φ)u φ2(1− u φ2)(1− (1− u )φ)
− 2(1 − u )(1− φ)u φ2(1− u φ2)(1− (1− u )φ)
(7)
and
g = [u + (1 − u )(1 − φ)]2
− 2(1 − φ)2(1 − u )u u φ3
− 2(1 − u )(1 − φ)2u2 φ3
− 2(1 − u )u φ2(1 − u φ2)2(1 − (1 − u )φ)
− 2(1− φ)(1−u )u φ2(1− u φ2)(1− (1− u )φ).
(8)
These equations are understood as follows: First, we pick a
unique node site in the cycle as the focal node for the cycle
under consideration. The first term in its gτ equation is the
product of probabilities that each direct-contact edge fails to
connect it to the GCC. The leading term of g is cubic in
[uτ + (1 − uτ )(1 − φ)] while g is quadratic. The remaining
terms capture the probabilities that nodes use cycle edges
to connect the focal node to the GCC. In other words, we
examine the complete set of non-self-intersecting walks from
all nodes (other than the focal node) that terminate at the focal
node. When the nodes are equivalent to one another, then
any two paths of the same length have equal probability of
attaching the focal node to the GCC. However, when the nodes
are heterogeneous, the path probabilities are distinct from one
another.
For each successful walk from a cycle node to the focal
node, all other permissible walks back to the focal node (and
any node in the success path itself) must not be attached by
any path other than the success path under consideration. To
incorporate this, the remaining nodes and edges must fail to
connect any success-path node, such that the success path is
allowed to be the connecting path.
Once we have the gτ equations, we must now find uτ . Each
uτ probability satisfies a self-consistent Dyson-like equation
found by evaluating Eq. (1) as
u⊥ = G1,⊥(g⊥, g , g ), (9)
u = G1, (g⊥, g , g ), (10)
u = G1, (g⊥, g , g ), (11)
and can be solved using fixed-point iteration. As a numerical
example, consider the case that both the treelike and the four-
cycle shapes are Poisson distributed, such that the joint degree
FIG. 2. The percolation properties of random graphs containing
the four-node inhomogeneous cycle and treelike edges according
to Eq. (13) for a variety of clustering vectors with 〈k 〉 = 〈k 〉.
Experimental points are the average of 100 repeats of networks of
N = 35 000 nodes.
sequence is









where 〈k 〉 = 〈k 〉 = 2 · 〈k〉/4; since, there are four nodes in
the cycle and two nodes in each site. The size of the GCC is
found by inserting each gτ into Eq. (3) and then subtracting
this from one. Following this procedure, we find
S = 1 − e〈k⊥〉(g⊥−1)e〈k 〉(g −1)e〈k 〉(g −1), (13)
showing excellent agreement with simulation in Fig. 2. Also
consider the case where the joint degree distribution consists
of products of exponentially decaying terms in the number of
shapes a node is part of as site τ ,
p(k1, . . . , kν ) = C · e−λ1k1 · · · e−λνkν , (14)
then the generating function is









G0(x1, . . . , xν ) =
∏
τ
(1 − e−λτ )
(
1
1 − xτ e−λτ
)
, (16)
using G0(1) = 1 to find C. Unlike the Poisson example, we
must explicitly construct each G1,τ (x) expression according
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to Eq. (1). For the exponential degree distribution, we find
G1,ν (x1, . . . , xν ) =
∏
τ∈τ\{ν}
(1 − e−λτ )






We now explore the particular case when the network con-
tains no treelike edges, being composed only of the four-cycle
subgraph, and further, we set φ = 1. The appropriately gen-





















where 〈nτ 〉 is the number of τ cycles a node is part of on av-
erage. The average τ -degree is related to the average number
of τ cycles through τ 〈nτ 〉 = 〈kτ 〉. At this point, we find[
2
〈n2 〉




〈n 〉 − 4
]
 6 〈n n 〉
2
〈n 〉〈n 〉 . (19)
If the number of sites that a node is part of is distributed
according to a Poisson sequence for each site type, with equal
means, 〈n 〉 = 〈n 〉, and we impose that each node is only a
constituent part of one site type, then the joint degree distribu-
tion is separable in each site-type and is given by








with k ∈ 2Z and k ∈ Z. In this case, the expectation of
mixed degrees vanishes and the percolation threshold is at
〈k 〉 = 1/3, which is less than unity, see Fig. 3. This indicates
that the average four-cycle degree can be less than one and
we will still have a GCC in the network. This result supports
Karrer and Newman [14], who state that the connections a
node has due to its presence in a particular cycle may be more
significant to the emergence of the GCC than merely the first-
order connections, especially if the subgraph is large. When
the bond occupation probability is less than 1, the derivatives
of gτ are important and we must modify this condition to[
∂g
∂u
〈n2 − n 〉




〈n2 − n 〉







〈n 〉〈n 〉 (21)
at the point u = u = 1. These derivatives have the effect of
reducing the size of the GCC unless φ = 1, in which case we
recover the original condition.
As a further demonstration of the utility of our method we
present the percolation properties for an increasing number of
interior edges for inhomogeneous five-cycles, see Fig. 4. We
observe excellent matching between theory and experiment in
each case. This result shows that the weak cycle and the clique
bound the Molloy-Reed criterion and the GCC fraction for the
family of increasing interior-edge cycles. We also observe that
FIG. 3. The percolation threshold of a random network of size
N = 35 000, φ = 1, and with a joint degree distribution given by
Eq. (20). The critical point is found when 〈k 〉 = 1/3 after which a
GCC emerges in the network. The condition arising from the two-site
threshold, 〈k 〉 = 1/2, does not play a role here as a component
has already been formed by this point. Intuitively, the GCC forms
through the higher-degree site first. Solid lines are theoretical predic-
tions of the model while scatter points are the average result of 100
repeats of percolation over the configuration model networks.
at φ = 1 the expectation for the GCC converge to the same
value. This is because in this limit, the interior edges do not
play a role in connecting the cycle to the GCC, this has already
been achieved through the cycle outerskeleton.
With a methodology in place to account for arbitrary in-
homogeneous cycles within a network, it remains to compute
each gτ equation we require. Realizing the increasing com-
plexity of this task as cycles increase in size, we now describe
how to write an algorithm to extract the gτ equation from a
network motif. We provide Python code for this automation
and use the pentagonal family in Fig 4 as an example, see
Supplemental Material [23].
In any gτ expression, we first compute the probability
that the direct-contact nodes fail to attach the chosen node
to the GCC. We must then subtract from this product the
entire set of probabilities that a path other than the direct
contact path causes connection to the GCC. This amounts to
the enumeration of the walks from each node in a cycle to a
defined focal node. The choice of focal node in homogeneous
cycles is arbitrary; however, each node must act as the focal
node within an inhomogeneous cycle at some point during
the calculation, the result of which forms its gτ equation as
a function of the neighboring nodes uτ values.
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FIG. 4. The percolation properties of random graphs containing
treelike and pentagonal-skeleton cycles with increasing number of
interior-cycle edges according to Fig. 1 (right). Each topology has a
Poisson distributed representation in the joint degree sequence with
equal mean degrees set to unity. Theoretical predictions are solid
lines while scatter points are the experimental average of 150 repeats
of bond percolation over configuration model networks with N =
35 000. The label subscript refers to the number of interior edges in
the five-cycle with p0 being the simple closed chain and p5 being
the five-clique. The gτ probabilities and the system of equations are
presented in the Supplemental Material [23].
For a particular cycle and focal node pair, the remaining
nodes in the cycle are iterated and a depth-first search can be
performed to identify all paths through the cycle from source
to focal node target. Each path will contribute to the probabil-
ity of connecting the focal node to the GCC. To enumerate a
specific path, we must count its length and compute its success
probability, consisting of
unφn−1(1 − u), (22)
ensuring that the source was attached, each node in the path
was unconnected and that bond occupation occurred suffi-
ciently to connect the focal node. The states of the nodes and
edges in this path are now determined.
As this path succeeds, all other paths in the cycle must
contemporaneously fail to attach the target node. They must
also not attach any node in the success path either, as they
must be attached only via the success path. Hence, for each
remaining node and edge that is in an undetermined state, we
must ensure that they fail to change the state of a node or edge
in the success path. These probabilities are calculated as one
minus the probability that they succeed to attach a specific
node in the success path.
FIG. 5. A visualization of the vector of topologies in a two-layer
clustered network, τr = {⊥r, r,r,r,	r} and correspondingly
for the blue layer.
This completes the prescription for calculating the perco-
lation properties of random graphs with arbitrary clustering
using this method.
However, within this automation, it is unclear at what range
a node in the graph should be considered as part of a cycle or
not considered at all. We suspect that the most accurate model
would be to consider the largest Hamiltonian cycle within the
network as a single inhomogeneous cluster. Then, compute gτ
as above for each node within the cycle. However, this is an
open question and we welcome any experiments or advice.
III. TWO-LAYER MODEL WITH CLOSED TRIPLES
In addition to symmetry breaking by internal edges, in-
homogeneous clusters can also be formed in multilayer
networks, where the nodes in a given cycle belong to
different layers, with different attributes, despite being degree-
equivalent sites. In this section, we will consider a bilayer
network that extends the formulation of Refs. [24,25] and
exhibits the phase phenomena discovered in Ref. [26]. This
model can be readily generalized to an arbitrary number of
layers and cluster types.
Consider a two-layer system consisting of nodes with ei-
ther red or blue attributes that exhibit clustering in the form
of both intra- and interlayer closed triples along with treelike
edges according to Fig. 5. The vector of topologies for each
layer can be written as
τr = {⊥r,r,r,r,	r}, (23)
τb = {⊥b,b,b,b,	b}, (24)
which account for intralayer treelike edges, ⊥, intralayer tri-
angles, , interlayer triangles with either a single node in the
considered layer, , or two nodes in the considered layer,
, and finally, interlayer treelike edges, 	. The probability
of choosing a node at random from the red layer is gene-
rated as
G0,r (gτ ) =
∞∑
k⊥,r ,...,k	,r=0
pr (k⊥,r, . . . , k	,r )g
k⊥,r
⊥,r · · · gk	,r	,r, (25)
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pb(k⊥,b, . . . , k	,b)g
k⊥,b
⊥,b · · · gk	,b	,b, (26)
where gτ is the probability that a τ cycle does not attach the
focal node to the GCC. Each gτ is a function of the probability
that a neighbor node in a τ cycle is not attached to the GCC,
uτ , we can then write a self-consistent expression for each
using Eq. (1) as
uτ = G1,λ,τ (g⊥, . . . , g	), (27)
where




and 〈kλ,τ 〉 is the average number of edges of a node in layer λ
that are constituent parts of a τ cycle. For each layer, there are
as many excess degree distributions as there are topologies in
τλ.
The final step is to compute each gτ value for the cycles in
the set of cluster topologies which we now turn to examine.
For treelike edges, the probability that the focal node does
not become attached to the GCC is the sum of probabilities
that the neighbor was itself not attached, u⊥, or that it was
attached, 1 − u⊥, but failed to attach the focal node directly,
1 − φ, where φ is the probability of edge occupation. For both
intralayer treelike edges, we have
gr,⊥(ur,⊥) = [ur,⊥ + (1 − ur,⊥)(1 − φ)] (29)
and
gb,⊥(ub,⊥) = [ub,⊥ + (1 − ub,⊥)(1 − φ)]. (30)
Similarly, the intralayer closed triples are given by
gr,(ur,) = [ur, + (1 − ur,)(1 − φ)]2
− 2φ2(1 − φ)(1 − ur,)ur, (31)
and
gb,(ub,) = [ub, + (1 − ub,)(1 − φ)]2
− 2φ2(1 − φ)(1 − ub,)ub,. (32)
The interlayer cycles are composed of more than one type of
node and therefore, their gτ expressions are functions of more
than one argument uν value. The interlayer treelike expres-
sions are
gr,	(ub,	) = [ub,	 + (1 − ub,	)(1 − φ)], (33)
gb,	(ur,	) = [ur,	 + (1 − ur,	)(1 − φ)]. (34)
There are four expressions for the interlayer triangles to com-
pute. First consider the triangle comprising one blue node and
two red nodes. This is described by r and b. Since there is
one blue node, the probability that either of the two red nodes
do not connect it to the GCC is
gb,(ur,) = [ur, + (1 − ur,)(1 − φ)]2
− 2φ2(1 − φ)(1 − ur,)ur,, (35)
while the probability for a red node is given by
gr,(ur,, ub,) = [ur, + (1 − ur,)(1 − φ)]
− [ub, + (1 − ub,)(1 − φ)]
− φ2(1 − φ)(1 − ur,)ub,
− φ2(1 − φ)(1 − ub,)ur,. (36)
Similarly, for the case where there are two blue nodes and one
red node in the interlayer cluster, we have
gr,(ub,) = [ub, + (1 − ub,)(1 − φ)]2
− 2φ2(1 − φ)(1 − ub,)ub,, (37)
while the probability for a blue node is given by
gb,(ub,, ur,) = [ub, + (1 − ub,)(1 − φ)]
+ [ur, + (1 − ur,)(1 − φ)]
− φ2(1 − φ)(1 − ub,)ur,
− φ2(1 − φ)(1 − ur,)ub,. (38)
If the degree distribution of each topology is Poisson dis-
tributed, then the fraction of the GCC on the red layer becomes
Sr = 1 −
∏
τ∈τr
e〈kτ 〉(gτ −1), (39)
while the blue layer is
Sb = 1 −
∏
τ∈τb
e〈kτ 〉(gτ −1). (40)
Assuming that the layers have the same number of nodes,
the total fraction of the GCC for the composite network is
then the average of these two quantities, see Fig. 6. The
two-layer model is created by assigning nodes a color attribute
before endowing them with a degree within each permissible
topological edge. The monoplex projection of a multiplex is
created by ignoring the color attribute of the nodes but still
retaining the local clustering coefficient. In other words, the
model reduces to the tree-triangle model [16,27], which does
not exhibit the double phase transition for uncorrelated joint
degree sequences. We will, however, revisit this model in
Sec. V and apply it to the specific case of anticorrelated degree
sequences.
IV. SEMIDIRECTED GRAPHS WITH CLUSTERING
In this example, we will investigate the application of our
model to the study of semidirected networks that exhibit in-
homogeneous cycles in their topology using the formulation
introduced by Meyers et al. [28]. As in Sec. II, we will
consider a directed 4-cycle with an undirected interior edge
according to Fig. 7. This cycle has two distinct sites, however,
unlike its undirected counterpart, many of the walks back to
the focal node are no longer present. Additionally, we split
the treelike degree of a node into tree-like-in degrees, k⊥, and
tree-like-out degrees, k	. Considering these edge types, we
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FIG. 6. A numerical example of Eqs. (39) and (40) for the clus-
tered two-layer system exhibiting a double phase transition as well
as its monolayer projection formed by aggregating the nodes of both
layers. Also plotted is the experimental second-largest connected
component (SLCC), peaks in which indicate the presence of a phase
transition. Bond percolation experiments were conducted on Poisson
distributed degree sequences with layers of N = 20 000 nodes each.
The mean number of intralayer triangles in the blue layer was set
equal to 2, while nodes in the red layer only participate in interlayer
triangles. The increased clustering in the blue layer causes the onset
of the GCC prior to the phase transition in the red layer, hence we
observe the double peak.
have the following generating function:









× p(k⊥, k	, k , k )xk⊥yk	zk wk . (41)
FIG. 7. The semidirected four-cycle we consider to demonstrate
how to approach directed clustered networks. This cycle has fourfold
rotational symmetry meaning that there are still only two unique sites
in the cycle. If the interior edge was directed, then the symmetry
would be broken and we would have to include an additional site
type in the model.
FIG. 8. The GSCC of random graphs composed of the semidi-
rected four-cycle. Circles are experimental, solid red curve is the
theoretical model described in Sec. IV while the dashed blue line
is the theoretical prediction from the undirected inhomogeneous
four-cycle discussed in Sec. II. In this experiment, we can see that
the undirected network percolates at a lower value of φ compared
to the directed graph. This is because the undirected network has
more walks through which attachment to the giant component can
occur. The number of treelike edges was set to zero and the average
four-cycle degree is 〈k 〉 = 3 for both sites.
We then have four excess degree distributions which describe
the degree distribution of a node reached by traversing a
randomly chosen edge; since there are four edges types we
may have chosen. Each expression is given by Eq. (1). We in-
troduce four probabilities, u⊥, u	, u , and u , which describe
the probability that each site is unattached to the giant strongly
connected component (GSCC). We can use this system of
equations to solve for the size, S, of the GSCC during bond
percolation on these networks. To achieve this, we have
S = 1 − G0(g⊥, 1, g , g ), (42)
where gτ is the probability that a τ edge or cycle fails to
connect the focal node to the finite component, see Fig. 8.
Since the network is directed, we notice that none of the
k	 in-edges can become occupied due to their direction,
hence we set the variable y = 1 to prevent counting these
edges.
It remains to derive the expressions for the gτ probabilities.
The probability that an in-edge fails to attach the node to the
percolating cluster is
g⊥(u⊥) = u⊥ + (1 − u⊥)(1 − φ), (43)
in complete analogy to Eqs. (6), (29), and (30). The proba-
bility that the three-site is not attached through the directed
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four-cycle is
g (u , u ) = [u + (1 − u )(1 − φ)]
− (1 − u )φ2u (1 − u φ2)
− (1 − u )u u (1 − φ)φ3
− (1 − u )(1 − φ)u φ2
− (1 − u )u2 φ(1 − φ)4, (44)
while the probability that the two-site remains unattached is
g (u , u ) = [u + (1 − u )(1 − φ)]
− (1 − u )u u φ3(1 − φ)
− (1 − u )u φ2(1 − u φ2)
− (1 − u )u φ2(1 − (1 − u )φ). (45)
These expressions are quite different to the undirected case in
Eqs. (7) and (8) due to the number of walks that have been
lost.
To complete the calculation, we must compute each uτ
using fixed point iteration to converge on its value in the unit
interval. We find
u⊥ = G1,	(g⊥, 1, g , g ), (46)
which follows occupied edges backward from the focal node
to find the connected component. The two four-cycle quanti-
ties are found to be
u =G1, (g⊥, 1, g , g ),
u =G1, (g⊥, 1, g , g ). (47)
Finally, we notice that u	 does not appear in the system
calculation.
V. ANTICORRELATED MULTIPLEX NETWORKS
In this final example, we will consider multiplex networks
with highly anticorrelated degrees [29]. Multiplex networks
are a special class of multilayer network [24] in which a set
of nodes is connected by M different sets of edges. Each layer
contains a replicated set of nodes and connects them together
with edges of a given type.
Let G be a multiplex network consisting of N nodes ar-
ranged into two edge layers, one green and the other orange
according to Fig. 9. Each layer contains both treelike and
triangular edges as well as a small number of interlayer edges
that allow the GCC to span both layers of the network.
FIG. 9. An example of a fully connected multiplex network with
two maximally anticorrelated layers composed of treelike and trian-
gular edge topologies. Each module is sparsely connected together
to allow the GCC to span the entire network.
In anticorrelated networks, if a node has an edge of a
given color, then it has a vanishingly small probability of
having edges of other colors present. In this model, we extend
that property to the anticorrelation of topological edges that
each node can be a part of. The joint degree distribution for
the maximally anticorrelated degree sequence, with topology
vector τ = {1, . . . , n} is given by








where δi, j is the Kronecker delta. For each ν ∈ τ, kν is only
nonzero when each kω for ω ∈ τ\{ν} is zero. Note Nν is the
number nodes in the network that are involved in topology ν.
When the marginal distribution in each ν is Poisson dis-
tributed with mean degree λν , then we have











Then the generating function for the probability of choosing
a node at random from the network with a given degree se-
quence is
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Due to the condition of maximal anticorrelation, this expres-
sion reduces to






a term for each topological edge type in the vector of topolo-
gies τ, weighted by the fraction of the graph that it occupies.
Under this separable distribution, edges of different color and
topological type are maximally anticorrelated to one another.
The model can be numerically solved by defining a variable,
uν for each ν ∈ τ, that describes the probability that site ν re-







where κν is the number of edges a site has connecting it the
cycle; for instance, a node involved in a triangle connects via
two edges. Once these variables are found, the percolation
properties follow from S = 1 − G0(uν ). If we relax the strict
anticorrelation property, and the intermodule connections are
not sparse, then the correct description of the system is given
by Eqs. (39) and (40), which is the two-layer model.
After the construction of the network, we have two layers,
each composed of two distinct components: one connected
through treelike edges and the other through triangles in each
case. To ensure that the entire network is connected we allow
a small number of inter-type edges between both treelike and
triangular components and between the layers of the network
itself. The resulting network consists of sparsely connected
modules and we observe the percolation properties of each
one in Fig. 10. To highlight the individual contribution each
module makes to the overall GCC on the network, we have
set the Poisson mean degree of each module to be an order
of magnitude apart. This means that the orange triangles, with
mean λ percolate first, while the orange treelike module, with
mean degree 0.1λ percolates next. The green treelike edges
follow with mean degree 0.01λ and finally, the fourth phase
transition occurs when the green triangles, with mean degree
given by 0.001λ, connect to the GCC. We observe a stepped
phase transition for the network as each module connects
together. We saw a two-layer model split into a double phase
transition in Sec. III; now we observe the additional hyper-
fine splitting of each layer associated with the anticorrelation
between degree topologies.





〈nτ 〉 − τ
)
 0, (55)
where τ is the length of the topological cycle and 〈nτ 〉 is the
average number of cycles a node connects to.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the bond percolation process
on random networks comprised of arbitrary, inhomogeneous
clusters. Through numerical examples, we highlighted the
application of this formulation to networks composed of
FIG. 10. A demonstration of the anticorrelated multilayer clus-
tered network built according to the description in Sec. V with Nν =
10 000 per layer. The average degree of orange triangles is given by
λ; the average degrees of the remaining topologies have been set
such that their percolation transitions occur orders of magnitude apart
from one another. Specifically, the Poisson average of the orange tree
degrees is 0.1λ, the green triangle average is 0.01λ, while the green
treelike edges by 0.001λ. Vertical dashed lines indicate the predicted
percolation threshold from Eq. (55).
inhomogeneous four-cycles and treelike degrees. We found
excellent matching to experimental simulations of bond per-
colation as well as the correct conditions for the formation of
the GCC. Realizing the increasing complexity of elucidating
the gτ equations for larger cycles, we then described how to
algorithmically extract these quantities from a network motif
directly. We supported this with supplementary Python code
in the Supplemental Material [23], where we describe the
family of pentagonal cycles shown in Fig. 4.
Inhomogeneous cycles, under our definition, can also be
formed due to nodes belonging to different layers in mul-
tilayer networks and so we investigated a two-layer system
with inter- and intralayer clustering. In the case that each
layer exhibits different clustering coefficients, we showed a
two-point phase transition in the expectation value of the GCC
between the two layers, again in agreement with experimental
bond percolation. We also supported this with experimental
evidence from the SLCC, which showed two peaks, one sharp
and the other broad.
We then investigated a particular example of semidirected
networks, considering again the four-cycle. We found that the
percolation threshold is increased when compared to the undi-
rected case due to the removal of walks through the directed
cycle.
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In a final example, we used an edge-coloured multiplex
network to demonstrate a further splitting of the two-layer
clustered model by forcing maximal anticorrelation between
degrees of each topology, even within a given edge color. We
found that two clustered layers can exhibit four phase tran-
sitions due to each edge topology having different threshold
behaviors.
It is hoped that the arguments presented here could help
analytically elucidate the percolation properties of empirical
networks, an avenue we are keen to investigate.
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